Fans Will Be Given Last Chance To See Favorites In Action
This Season

CHICAGO HAS STRONG QUINZET

Von Lademann's Beth Will Be Piled by Jenkins or Brigham

Iowa fans will be given a fair oppor- tunity of seeing their favorites in action this season when the Hawkeyes will undoubtedly be called. On a return conference game on the early four Saturday night at Chicago. This will be the last contest on the home floor this season, for of course, the Amos, Parsons, and Indiana, all will play at home. For the contest, and with the exception of the California, which are the Arizona of this year's contest, the Cali- fornia will be at its best when it steps into the floor tomorrow night, according to the report in sporting circles. Physically the men are in the prime of life and up to par, and combined with this with the work which they have been putting in the past few weeks in practice, adds to the large fans we have expected that all will accept. They may be expected to have a few thousand fans in the stands on the contest tomorrow.

The Iowa backmen, with the exception of Von Lademann's guard will be in form for the contest. Cotton and Herrold will be tipped at the forward post- itions. Throckmorton takes the same at center, and Brown will fill his ac- quired place at guard. As to which team will fill the captains' berth is not a matter of importance, but the contest will be keen, according to the estimate of the success. The match will be played at the University center.
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It cries of cold, which in the past would never ed by any dental Institution in away many have been deemed possible. I in spite of the difficulties which will be dedicated today. Den- and cooperation.

"A FRIEND MAN."

We have a lot of respect for a man who will donate $1,000 or $2,000 to an Institution and sign his name in 11 letters. But we have a more solemnly respectful reverence for the man who will contribute $1,000 or $2,000 to an Institution and sign his name as "A Friend."

At a neighboring Institution a campaign for half million dollars has been in progress for the past week or two. We have noticed the list of contributors in the student paper from Iowa to Iowa. In a recent paper George A. MENEFEE, 0-10, and his name was headed a headline. But right down below in the list was another contribution of the same size accom­panied by the blanket title "A Friend." What other man will part with this much money in the interests of an educational institution must be re­ported. In human nature for the past 1,000 years, this man is not an exception. This is the reason, in fact, of one of the things which make the average man with his hobbies. That person who has an in­terest in education which is not reported with the desire for publicity is the unusual; he is truly to be admired. All praises to our "A Friend" type of person.

"CENT LEVS DOWN."

Iowa's fine new hall of dentistry, probably the best building moisture­by any dental Institution in Amer­ica, will be dedicated today. Despite of international reputation, offering of great dental organizations for the most part, and high to educational circles in our own state will be the theme of the day. The formal exercises will be held in the natural science auditorium this afternoon, and will consist of "go, get 'em" speeches. The "things will deliver the main address the dedication of the new halls to the women's gymnastics tonight."

This function offers an splendid oppor­tunity for students in all colleges is predictably speed a part of the build­ing. We are all proud of the new dental building and the work that is being done. We should show how appreciation of the opini­on program which they have provid­ed by being present at the meeting. We, if whole Institution should reside at the formal opening of the new address to our campus fam­ily of buildings.

"CONTROVERSY OPINION"

"A Friend" type of person.

What Others Thnk

The Daily Iowan will gladly present a few notes from the world of our fellow students. It is not in our interest to defend "singing," although it does seem to be a necessity for the average Amer­ican. What we do maintain, that is the purpose of "go get 'em." Do we not express with the desire for publicity is the unusual; he is truly to be admired. All praises to our "A Friend" type of person.
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**Pastime Saturday, Sunday and Monday**

**WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS**

**WILLIAM FARNUM**

**THE WORLD'S GREATEST SCREEN ACTOR IN**

**"Les Miserables"**

Victor Hugo’s great Masterpiece, in Nine Reels

*EVERY STUDENT—EVERY PROFESSOR—SHOULD SEE THIS PICTURE. IT APPEALS TO THE BETTER CLASS OF PICTURE PATRONS. COST $2.50, 000. THE PRICE IN REACH OF EVERYBODY. YOU CAN AFFORD TO MISS THIS GREAT PICTURE*

**A Great Picture** - **A Great Star** - **A Great Story**

**SHOWS AT 1:30—3:30—4:30—6:00—7:30—9:00 A. M. MATINEE 10c & 15c EVENING 10c & 25c**

Dunkel's Orchestra and Pipe Organ

---

**STRAND THEATRE**

**FATTY ARBUCLE**

in his latest and best comedy

**“Out West”**

also

**TRIANGLE FEATURE**

**The Man Above the Law”**

No Advance in Price

Admission 10c and 15c

The freshman basketball team will play the junior team for championship. Elisabeth Netesham, Katherine Starr, Katherine Mitchell, Grace Rorer, and Helen Onnion have gone to Des Moines.

---

**DANCE**

Majestic Hall Saturday, Feb. 23

Admission 7c including war tax, Manager, A. L. Payne. Usual 5-piece Orchestra.

See Dresden Window for Present Given Away.

---

**UNIVERSITY PARTY**

**WOMEN’S GYMNASIUM**

**SATURDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1918**

---

**Wholesale Food Banner Dairy Lunch 10 So. Dubuque St.**

**Wholesale Food Banner**

For the entire West and Alaska. The leader and largest agency.

**Price Reductions. Enroll and Save.**
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